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How It Works

Data-Driven Publishing
Documoto Sets the Standard for Parts Catalogs!

Is the technical documentation you provide to 
aftermarket support and customers outdated 
as soon as it’s published? Desktop publishing 
applications make it extremely difficult to 
incorporate real-time data and user interactivity. 

Why stick with the last generation of technology 
when you can easily publish web-based content 
that is accessible, agile, and accurate?

Every user of Documoto Publishing Suite has 
reported at least a 30% reduction in the time and 
labor to create a new parts catalog. The average 
savings is over 50%, and updating parts takes 
publishers less than 10% of the time required by 
desktop-based processes.

Documoto puts all of your parts data in the world’s 
most powerful and extensible database system, 
MySQL. Java-based code lets you customize data 
and work flows to optimize business processes. In 
fact, Documoto was created with the latest cloud 
technologies and capabilities to make sure it serves 
its users’ needs for years to come.

If you’re accustomed to the slow pace of desktop 
publishing, give our sales team a call and request 
a demo of the speed and efficiency gains you can 
easily reap with Documoto.

• Accelerate the creation of new parts book by 
over 50% vs. DTP

• Migrate or enter source data once and re-use 
many times, in many books

• Update part information once, and all catalogs 
with that part auto-update

• Publish content online or in print with no du-
plicated effort

• MySQL database architecture is highly secure, 
stable and scalable

• Documoto’s Professional Services team can 
migrate legacy content of nearly any format

• Part data exported directly from your system 
with automated conversion tools

• Web services or CSV files used to automate 
regular and repetitive processes

• APIs give tech-savvy clients the ability to fash-
ion their own data exchanges

“It took 3 to 4 days to introduce a new product into the sys-
tem and days or weeks to update a part of model informa-
tion. Both of those tasks now take just a few minutes using
Documoto.”

G. Boltz | Documentation Manager
Viking

Interested in Learning More? 
To see if Documoto is the right fit for your team, 
contact the sales team at 303-957-2822.
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